
Q: How do you base my highest paid rank in order to earn points with this promotion?
 
A: We will use the highest paid rank of 2019. This is based on paid rank and so does not include any auto-ranks generated  
by ESP purchases.

Q: I do not have a “highest paid rank of 2019” because I enrolled in 2020; Can I still play?

A: Yes! Any new enrollees that started in 2020 will be eligible to earn all “Advance” points and can begin earning “Paid at” points 
once they reach Silver.

Q: If I advance multiple ranks in one cycle (for example, from Bronze to Gold), do I still receive points for both rank 
advancements?
 
A: Yes. According to this example, you will earn 5 points for Silver and 15 points for Gold, totaling 20 points in one cycle. Please 
note that the “advance rank” points are paid only one time per rank advancement.

Q: If I advance to a new rank (for example, Gold), will I earn both the “advance rank” AND “paid at” points?

A: No. The first time you are paid as Gold, you will receive “advance rank” points. Thereafter, you will receive “paid at” points for 
each cycle you are paid as Gold again, for the remainder of the promotion (or until you reach the maximum).

Q: For the prizes that require points to be earned from helping my downline advance in rank, what is considered “help?”

A: We know that all advancements are a team effort. Your PE must simply advance in rank in order for you to earn these points.

Q: Affiliates earn points by helping a verified PE reach a new rank. Do Affiliates also earn points by helping PE maintain their 
new rank for multiple weeks?

A: No. The promotion rewards these “helping” points only for helping a PE advance in rank.

Q: How are points earned from ESP enrollments? Is there a minimum?

A: Enrolling a new Affiliate with an ESP-3 will earn you 2 points, and enrolling with an ESP-2 earns 1 point. You must enroll four 
new Affiliates with an ESP-1 in order to earn 1 point. Therefore, for ESP-1s the minimum is four enrollments. There is no maximum 
to how many points you can earn by enrolling with ESPs.

Q: Will affiliates earn points for repurchasing or upgrading ESPs?

A: No. Only for first-time enrollments.

Q: Must an ESP be purchased as the initial order to count as an ESP enrollment?

A: No. The new Affiliate must purchase an ESP within 30 days of enrollment for it to count towards the promotion.

Q: Why are the points earned for ESPs different from Gano Excel’s last promotion?

A: Each new promotion works differently, so point values will change from promotion to promotion.
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